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I wanna have my cake and eat it too
Don't blame me if I want a double scoop -yeah- 'cause
this one is so fly
That one is a hottie - one is such a good boy the others
so naughty.
Caramel I think that I'm in love but I'm uh need me a
little but if that-
That double fudge. I can't get enough 'less we have it
my way 
He's so fun but he's always half baked

Chorus: Ben n Jerry I can't make my mind up Ben n Jerry
I can't pick the
Flavor it's getting very hard to make my mind up I'm in
a hurry got to find
The right one Baby can you help me what should I do I
need a flavor got a
Sweet tooth it's so hard wish I could have 'em all but I'm
stuck between
The two who should I choose - whaat should I do I got a
sweet tooth it's so
Hard wish I could have 'em all but I'm stuck between
the two who should I
Choose Ben n Jerry

Told you he's the ish and I can't lie he's so dolce-
delicious (yuuummm)
This ones Mr Right yeah he's such a keeper but I love
Mr Wrong 'cause he
Knows every way to keep her - at some point I might
have to let them know
... I'm down to rock out if you got that cookie dough if
you want my love let
Me have it my way I want it all put the icing in the cake

Chorus x2

[Ben n Jerry x2 -yeah- oh baby Which one should I
choose Bens so sweet but
Jerry loves me too should be me and you but I don't
know who - what's a
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Girl to do ]- repeat twice 

[Can you help me (what's a girl to do) can you help me?
What should I do I
Need a flavor got a sweet tooth it's so hard wish I could
have 'em all but
I'm stuck between the two - who should I choose ]x2...
Ben n Jerry
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